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Abstract: Cortical actomyosin flows, among other mechanisms, scale up spontaneous symmetry
breaking and thus play pivotal roles in cell differentiation, division, and motility. According to many
model systems, myosin motor-induced local contractions of initially isotropic actomyosin cortices
are nucleation points for generating cortical flows. However, the positive feedback mechanisms by
which spontaneous contractions can be amplified towards large-scale directed flows remain mostly
speculative. To investigate such a process on spherical surfaces, we reconstituted and confined initially
isotropic minimal actomyosin cortices to the interfaces of emulsion droplets. The presence of ATP
leads to myosin-induced local contractions that self-organize and amplify into directed large-scale
actomyosin flows. By combining our experiments with theory, we found that the feedback mechanism
leading to a coordinated directional motion of actomyosin clusters can be described as asymmetric
cluster vibrations, caused by intrinsic non-isotropic ATP consumption with spatial confinement.
We identified fingerprints of vibrational states as the basis of directed motions by tracking individual
actomyosin clusters. These vibrations may represent a generic key driver of directed actomyosin
flows under spatial confinement in vitro and in living systems.
Keywords: bottom-up synthetic biology; motor proteins; pattern formation; self-organization

1. Introduction
In animal cells, cortical actomyosin motions including actomyosin flows have been proposed to
drive cell locomotion, cytokinesis, left-right symmetry breaking during embryonic development of
multicellular organisms, and cellular or tissue chirality [1–7]. Despite the omnipresent functions and
implications of cortical actomyosin motions and flows, the exact molecular origins and fundamental
determinants of these phenomena, in particular how local symmetry breaking within apparently
isotropic actin cortices scales up into these flows, are far from being understood. In many
eukaryotic model systems, myosin motors acting on actin filaments are proposed to play a key
role in driving actomyosin dynamics in cytokinetic rings and cortical actomyosin flows [1,5,8–10].
Distinct manipulation of myosin and actin independent of other cellular processes is challenging as
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they both are functionally highly integrated cellular proteins. To elucidate whether directional flows
may result spontaneously from active processes without being guided by the structural anisotropy of
the cellular architecture, it is mandatory to explore these phenomena in well-controlled reconstituted
systems [11,12]. Recent studies used an approach of encapsulating frog egg cell extracts in droplets,
so manipulation of the protein players may be easier when compared with living systems [13,14].
Nevertheless, due to the compositional complexity of cell extracts is comparable to living model
systems, it may be difficult to pinpoint the minimal set of necessary proteins to produce a certain
phenomenon. High density regimes of nematic (filament alignment in parallel lines) cytoskeletal
in vitro systems showed pattern formation and dynamics in a collective manner based on motor
driven sliding mechanisms between long cytoskeletal filaments [15,16]. In contrast, actomyosin
cortices and rings in living systems consist of non-polar and disordered actin filament networks and
are coupled to the cell membrane [17,18]. By a combination of bottom-up in vitro experiments and
theory, we identified a generic mechanism of how large-scale directional flow-like actomyosin motions
spanning several hundred micrometers are generated by myosin motors in a disordered, membrane
coupled, and isotropic cytoskeletal system in a confined spherical environment.
2. Results
To investigate the emergence of coordinated large-scale flows from spontaneous contractions in
quasi-isotropic cortices, we made use of recently developed minimal actin cortices (MACs) [19,20] and
confined them in water-in-oil droplets using microfluidic emulsification on Polydimethylsiloxan (PDMS)
chips. The chip design is shown in Figure 1A. (Note that we also performed emulsification simply by
manually mixing the components, in order to rule out any suspicion of flows caused by the pneumatic
microfluidic setup.) 1,2-di-(9Z-octadecenoyl)-sn-glycero-3-phosphocholine (DOPC) and biotinylated
lipids were dissolved in mineral oil, and for droplet formation we used a pneumatic microfluidic
system where the flow rate of each channel is individually controlled (Movie S1). The aqueous
solution contained dissolved actin monomers, neutravidin, and myosin in a salt buffer system. To test
the proper formation of a lipid monolayer that includes biotinylated lipids (DSPE-PEG-2000-Biotin),
we started with the encapsulation of fluorescently labeled neutravidin (Oregon Green 488 Neutravidin)
(Figure 1B–D). By analyzing the fluorescence intensity distribution throughout the droplets, we showed
that neutravidin only binds to the lipid monolayer when the lipid oil mixture also contains biotinylated
lipids (Figure 1C,D). This indicates that neutravidin does not bind non-specifically to the water/oil
interface. Co-encapsulation of myosin motors with the actin monomer and anchor system in the presence
of ATP resulted in the formation of a MAC. Inside the droplets, actin monomers started to polymerize
and bind to the lipid monolayer that contained biotinylated lipids, thus forming an initially isotropic,
i.e., spatially symmetric actomyosin cortex (Figure 1B,E, Movie S2). Concurrently, ATP-induced
contraction of the myosin motors resulted in the symmetry breakage of the isotropic actin carpet and in
the formation of actomyosin clusters (Figure 2A–C, Movie S3). Strikingly, within minutes, a large-scale
directional movement emerged from these spherically confined actomyosin clusters, which we refer
to as cortical actomyosin motion (CAM) (Figures 1E and 2B; Movies S3 and S5). Please note that in
the absence of ATP or in the presence of a motor inhibitor no CAMs occurred (data not shown).
The CAMs could last more than one hour and cover distances of several hundred micrometers before
eventually ceasing, reaching a state with only minimal movements (Movies S3 and S5). Interestingly,
these flow-like motions somewhat resemble cortical actomyosin flow-like motions in vivo, e.g., in the
C. elegans embryo. We characterized the velocity of the actomyosin cluster movements by using
particle image velocimetry [21] (Figure 2C; Movie S4). In order to test parameters that change the
velocity of CAMs, we co-encapsulated a crowding agent (methylcellulose) at various concentrations
and found a respective increase of the velocities in the presence of methylcellulose (Figure 2D, compare
Movies S3 and S5). By increasing the effective concentration of actin and myosin at the lipid monolayer
membrane interface, the overall cluster velocity was increased more than five times.
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polymerization cycle [25] was added to the model. F-actin depolymerizes (r3 ) into monomeric G-actin
with bound ADP (GD ), followed by a spontaneous nucleotide exchange (r4 ). The resulting ATP bound
G-actin (GT ) binds stronger to F-actin (r5 ) than GD -actin (r6 ), and therefore GT -actin polymerization is
dominant [29]. Both reaction systems are necessary to reasonably describe the local ATP consumption
by polymerization and contraction. F-actin, cross-linked by myosin II molecules, forms a mesh-like
cortex, causing an active viscoelastic material behavior with a rheological property combination of
the Maxwell and Kelvin-Voigt models [30] considered in the momentum equation [31] (Supplemental
Equation (S14)). To model force generation according to the myosin cross-bridge sub-model, the
active stress was developed from a stress term of our previous study [32] considering the observed
medium ATP-dependency of myosin pulls in MACs [20]. The distributed reaction network is described
by a system of partial differential equations (PDEs) assuming diffusion (GD , GT , ATP) or combined
convection and diffusion flux (A, AM , M) (Supplemental Equations (S1)–(S6)). We reduced our analysis
to a one-dimensional ring topology, modeling a section of the spherical droplet to improve and simplify
the interpretation of the simulation results. To adopt experimental conditions of spontaneous symmetry
breaking, the PDE system was simulated with an initially slightly inhomogeneous myosin distribution
and revealed merging of small clusters into a gradually bigger main cluster, similar to experimental
observations (Figure 3B,C) for the used parameter space, which is largely based on literature values
(Table S2). The final non-symmetric cluster starts to move directionally in the one-dimensional
ring system like a propagating wave (Figure 3B,C). Hereinafter, two feedback characteristics are
described which are presumably essential for this movement. First, a non-symmetric contraction
profile is preserved by an unbalanced consumption of ATP at the leading and trailing edge of the
propagating cluster. Because of the locomotion and the ongoing network depolymerization, the cluster
traces non-convective GD -actin like a comet tail (Figure S1). In the GD -actin tail, ATP is additionally
consumed for the nucleotide exchange of monomeric actin (r4 ). Thus, less ATP is available for the
force-generating myosin cross-bridge cycle at the trailing edge of the wave and hence, less contractile
stress is generated compared to the leading edge (Figure 3D). This local asymmetry is maintained
despite consideration of the high diffusivity of ATP in an aqueous medium (Table S2). A reduction
of the F-actin depolymerization leads to the loss of the GD -actin tail the termination of the cluster
locomotion (Figure S7). Additionally, locally reduced ATP distributions induce a change of locomotion
direction as soon as the cluster reaches a reduced region. Here, more ATP is available at the trailing
edge than at the leading edge and the asymmetry is reversed (Figure S8). Second, examining the fine
structure of the simulated moving cluster reveals a vibration. It is driven by periodic depletion of the
local ATP concentration, leading to oscillating active and passive mechanical stresses inside the cluster
(Figure S3A). The cluster vibration passes through the following repetitive phases (Figure 3F):
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II. Expansion Phase: Increasing local ATP depletion and network strain leads to a local dominance
of elastic stress resulting in an expansion of the cluster. Because of the reduced network densities
inside of the cluster and therefore reduced energy consumption, ATP flows in diffusively and increases
the local ATP level, followed by a de novo contraction phase.
In addition, the asymmetric contraction pattern causes an accelerated displacement of the center
of mass during the contraction phase (Figure 3E,F). Owing to viscoelastic material properties and
asymmetric creep, the center of mass is not pushed back to the initial position during the expansion
phase, a result of the asymmetric contraction pattern. To investigate the wave propagation mechanism,
we assumed a constant diffusive ATP supply. Since the active stress is ATP-driven, the wave
propagation ceases, owing to the global ATP depletion (Figure S2). Hence, cluster vibrations due to
local ATP depletion and asymmetric cluster contractions are the main drivers of single cluster motions.
Parameter studies show that these motions occur in a large parameter space, encompassing several
orders of magnitude, and are therefore robust for the assumed parameters (Figure S9). In contrast
to previous theoretical studies [33,34], where the required asymmetry of a self-propagating cluster
is caused by polar actin bundles, our suggested model is also able to explain cluster migrations of
disordered actin filaments that can be expected in an isotropic cortex.
To find experimental evidence for the theoretically predicted vibrations of the actomyosin clusters,
we automatically tracked their directional movement (Figure 4A). In addition, by analyzing the directed
movement of the individual actomyosin clusters, we noticed that rotation of clusters around their
centers of mass correlated with a change in direction displacement (Figure 4A,B; Movies S6 and S7).
This can be explained with torque produced by an imbalance of forces perpendicular to the translational
trajectory. On the other hand, the model predicts vibrations with a certain oscillation period (Figure 3E).
Evidence for such vibrations in our experimental conditions can be found independently of the sampling
rate. For example, a sinusoidal signal with a specific frequency can be measured at under-sampling
conditions (Figure S5). The reconstructed signals still conserve the periodic behavior reflected by the
Fourier analysis, yet not maintaining the original frequency (Figure S5). To find evidence for vibrations
inside the clusters as predicted by our theory, we analyzed image sequences to measure fluctuations in
the distance between the geometrical and the intensity-weighted center of mass of several clusters.
The geometrical center of mass was computed by regular segmentation and binarization defining the
geometry of the cluster. In contrast, the intensity-weighted center of mass was calculated over the
same geometry but having the camera-intensity as the statistical weight of every pixel. Since clusters
have various geometries, we defined a characteristic length for the clusters as the square root of the
area. This quantity allowed us to measure changes between the geometrical and intensity centers of
mass with respect to their characteristic length. As a result, we were able to combine fluctuations
of myosin clusters with different sizes and experimental conditions (Figure S6). Fourier analysis of
these combined fluctuations strikingly indicates the existence of vibrational states (Figure 4D, red, blue
and yellow curves) which are clearly distinguishable from static conditions (Figure 4D, grey curve)
or acquisition and camera artifacts by measuring the background between moving clusters (data not
shown). We interpret these vibrational states as fingerprints of the theoretically predicted vibrations
that provide a mechanism for the directed and rotational large-scale movements of the actomyosin
clusters in silico and in vitro. Under crowding conditions where CAMs show the highest velocities,
we found higher amplitudes for the same observed frequencies in comparison to the other tested
conditions (Figure 4D). This finding implies that larger amplitudes correlate with higher velocities as
expected for vibrations-based movements. Since the crowder increases the effective concentration of
actin and myosin at the lipid monolayer membrane interface, we conclude that higher actomyosin
concentrations may lead to higher cluster velocities and therefore to larger amplitudes of the vibrations.
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analysis of our experimental data indicates the existence of vibrational states that drive the directional
movements of individual actomyosin clusters and the formation of flow-like CAMs in the spherical
confinement of the active matter droplets. Hence, for future work it will be of great interest to investigate
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whether these vibrational states can be also identified in cellular model systems that exhibit myosin
driven actomyosin motions, e.g., in cytokinetic actomyosin rings or in cortical actomyosin flows.
4. Methods
Additional Information and details of the model as well as all methods and experimental
procedures and movie legends can be found in the Supporting Information Appendix.
Supplementary Materials: The following are available online at http://www.mdpi.com/2073-4409/9/6/1432/s1,
Supporting Information (word document), Movie S1: Encapsulation and water in oil droplet formation, Movie S2:
Actin cortex formation and myosin contraction, Movie S3: Directional actomyosin flows, Movie S4: Particle Image
Velocimetry (PIV) of moving actomyosin clusters, Movie S5: Enhanced directional actomyosin flows through
crowding, Movie S6: Tracking of individual actomyosin clusters for determining fingerprints of cluster vibrations,
Movie S7: Rotation of actomyosin clusters.
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